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There are two ways to do great mathematics. 

The first is to be smarter than everybody else. 

The second way is to be stupider than everybody else,
but persistent.

—Raoul Bott
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Bar Model Diagrams as  
Pictorial Manipulatives

Bar model diagrams are algebra in pictures. We show all the 
known and unknown parts of our story as block-like rectangles. 
Then we imagines moving the blocks around or cutting them into 
smaller pieces until we can figure out the unknown parts. 

Bar models transform the abstract mystery of the word problem 
into a shape puzzle: how can we fit these blocks together? This helps 
us notice the underlying structure of a word problem, so we can see 
how this problem is like others we’ve already solved.

It’s almost like magic. A trick well worth learning, no matter what 
math program you use.

Basic Bar Models

All bar model diagrams descend from one basic principle: the whole 
is the sum of its parts. If you know the value of both parts, you can 
add them to get the whole. If you know the whole total and one part, 
you can subtract what you know to find the other part.

Part BPart A

Whole

The most basic bar diagram: Two parts make a whole.
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Suppose we had a problem like this: “How much must I add to 2 
to get 7 as the sum?” Would it trick you into saying 2 + 7 = 9?

We can draw a rectangular bar to represent the total amount. 
Then we divide it into two parts, representing the number we know 
and the unknown part. Now it’s easy to see the answer:

Drawing Tougher Puzzles

As the number relationships in math problems become more com-
plex, the bar may be split into more than two parts. Also, the parts 
may relate to each other in ways that require a more elaborate dia-
gram. Multiplication, division, or fraction problems will involve 
several parts that are the same size, called units. But even with a 
complicated story, the solution begins by drawing a simple bar to 
represent one whole thing.

For instance: “There are 21 girls in a class. There are 3 times as 
many girls as boys. How many boys are in the class?” 

To show three times as many girls as boys, we can start with a bar 
for the number of boys. That will be one unit, and then we need three 
units to show the number of girls.

2 ?

7

Seven is the sum, the whole thing. 
What must be the missing part?

Boys ?
Girls

21
The bar model helps us see that we need to divide, 

not multiply, to find the number of boys.
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Master These Two Rules

When you want to draw a bar diagram, start with long rectangles—
imagine Lego blocks or Cuisenaire rods. Think of the bar as all of 
the books/fish/snowballs from your story set out in a row.

We write labels beside each bar, to identify its meaning in the 
story. We may write numbers inside a block and use brackets to 
group the bars together or to indicate a specific section of a bar.

If you have trouble figuring out where the numbers go in the 
diagram, ask yourself, “Which is the big amount, the whole thing? 
What are the parts?”

You must learn two simple but important rules:

The Whole Is the Sum of Its Parts

Bar diagrams rely on the inverse relationship between 
addition and subtraction: The whole is the sum of its parts. 
No matter how complicated the word problem, the solution 
begins by identifying a whole thing made up of parts.

Simplify to a Single Unknown

You cannot solve for two unknown numbers at once. You 
must use the facts given in your problem and manipulate the 
blocks in your drawing until you can connect one unknown 
unit (or a group of same-size units) to a number. Once you 
find that single unknown unit, the other quantities will fall 
into place.

Practice until drawing a diagram becomes almost automatic. Start 
with simple story problems that are easy enough to solve with a flash 
of insight. Figure out how you can show the relationships between 
quantities, translating the English of the stories into a bar model 
picture. Then work up to more challenging problems.

The following chapters provide a range of story puzzles from 
early-elementary problems to middle-school stumpers. For answers 
and fully worked-out solutions, see the companion book Word 
Problems from Literature: An Introduction to Bar Model Diagrams.
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Lay the Foundation:  
One-Step Problems  
with Mr. Popper’s 

Penguins
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The Voice in the Air

During the winter, Mr. Popper read 34 books about Antarctica. Then he 
read 5 books about penguins. How many books did Mr. Popper read in all?

Greta

When Mr. Popper opened the windows and let snow come into the living 
room, his children made snowballs. Janie made 18 snowballs. Bill made 
14 more than Janie did. How many snowballs did Bill make? How many 
snowballs did the children make altogether?
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More Mouths to Feed

Mr. Popper had 78 fish. The penguins ate 40 of them. How many fish did 
Mr. Popper have left?

Mr. Greenbaum

The family dressed in their best clothes for their meeting with 
Mr. Greenbaum. Mrs. Popper had a ribbon 90 centimeters long. She 
had 35 cm left after making a bow for Janie. How much ribbon did 
Mrs. Popper use to make the bow?
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On the Road

Popper’s Performing Penguins did theater shows for 2 weeks. They 
performed 4 shows every week. How many shows did the penguins 
perform?

Fame

While they were staying at the hotel, Mr. Popper put a leash on Captain 
Cook and took him for a walk. They climbed up 3 flights of stairs. There 
were 10 steps in each flight. Then Captain Cook flopped onto his stomach 
and slid down all the stairs. He pulled Mr. Popper with him all the way. 
How many steps did Mr. Popper fall down?
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Build Modeling Skills:  
Multistep Problems  
with Ben Franklin
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Milk Street—Boston, 1706

Ben helped his father make 650 tallow candles. After selling some, they 
had 39 candles left. How many candles did they sell?

Printer’s Ink—1718

Ben sold 830 newspapers. His brother James sold 177 fewer newspapers 
than Ben.

(a) How many newspapers did James sell?
(b) How many newspapers did they sell altogether?
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The Water American—London, 1724

Ben loved to visit the London book shops. In one small shop, there were 6 
shelves of books. Each shelf held the same number of books. There were 30 
books altogether. How many books were on each shelf ?

A Shop of Your Own—Philadelphia, 1726

Ben and his friends made a club called “The Junto” to read books and 
discuss ideas. Ben read 7 science books. He read 5 times as many history 
books as science books. How many more history books than science books 
did he read?


